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ABSTRAC T: In this paper we derive some recurrence formulae which can be
usedri o calculate the Fourier expansions of the functions ( a )c os my and
r
r sinmv in terms of the eccentric anomaly E or the inean anomaly M. We
a^
also establish a recurrence process for computing the series expansions for
all n and m when the expansions of two basic series are known. These basic
series were given in explicit form in the classical literature. The recurrence
formulae are linear in the functions involved and thus make very simple the
computation of the series.
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1. INTRODUCTION
In the development of the disturbing functions in the lunar and planetary
theories it is required to find the developments in terms of the mean anomaly
M of the functions
n	 / \n
^n,m = (.L l cos m y and Tn'm = ( a ) sinmv
where a is the semi major-axis, r the radial distance and v the true anomaly
in elliptic motion. The functions were first considered by Hansen in his
Fundamenta (Ref. 1). For each specific pair of values of n and m where n is a
positive or negative integer and m is a positive integer, after a series of trans-
formations he arrived to express ^b
	
and VY 'm in terms of the expansions of
C
\Z 	2
a ) and ( a ) and their derivatives with respect to the eccentricity e.
In general we have
C
r n	 n,m	 n,m	 n,mr cos my = Ao + A i cos M + AZ cos 2M + .a
(1.2)
n\C r J sin my = Bl 'm s in M + Bn,m sin 2M + - - -
a/
The coefficients AO,m I Al I . , B1 ,	 , called the Hansen's coefficients,
are functions of e. Later, in another memoir (Ref. 2) Hansen derived very
general formulae for the computation of these coefficients. But still the cal-
culation is not c-sy be:.ause it involves Lagrange expansions and multiplication
of hypergeometric series so that in 1861 when Cayley established his extensive
tables of the Hansen's coefficients for the values of n from -5 to 4, and m from
0 to 5, to the seventh order in a (Ref. 3), he preferred to use similar tables
previously computed by Leverrier (Ref. 4) as an easy approach to the problem.
Leverrier himself has used the Cauchy's numbers to calculate his tables. Re-
cently Munsen used the eccentric anomaly E in his modified Hansen's theory.
With the current required accuracy in the computation of satellite orbits
which can have arbitrarily large values for the eccentricity, it is desirable to
have a recurrence process which can be used to generate tables for the expan-
sions of the functions (1. 1) in any of the three anomalies and to a higher order
in the eccentricity, with a minimum number of computations involved. The
establishment of such a process is the purpose of this paper.
2. DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS
In this section we shall derive a homogeneous linear differential equation
of the second order which is satisfied by the functions (1. 1) .
Consider the vector equation
X = A(t)X	 (2.1)
where A is the 2 X 2 matrix
fl(t)	 a(fI -f2)
A(t) =	 P. 2)
(i( fx -f2)	 f2 (t)
where fl (t) and fZ
 (t) are two arbitrary functions of t of the class C', and a and
(i are two arbitrary constants. It can he shown that A(t) is the most general
2 X 2 matrix which commutes with its integral. For this paper it suffices to
prove the following theorem.
Theorem. The equation (2.1) where A(t) is given by (2. 2) can be transformed
into a homogeneous linear equation with constant coefficient.
Proof: Let
X = exp` 2 S(fl + f2 )dt)Z
	
(2.3)
X = (fl +`a) exp() ?, + exp ( }Z = exp( )AZ
Dividing out by exp ( )
Z = [A - (fl + f2 ) I] Z
or
Z = ( fl - fZ ) BZ	 (2.4)
2
where B is the constant matrix
	
1 2	
a-
B =	 (2.5)
	
R	
-i
By using the new independent variable s such that
s = ^(f1 - ft )dt	 (2.6)
we have the required equation
dZ = BZ
	
(2.7)
ds
Now, the equivalent second order differential equation of the system
(2.1) is
x -
	
[f, +f2+ fi	 2 J x [f;fi -fl1fZ +a(3(fl -f' )Z -f1 fdx = 0	 (2.8)i -f a
where x is any of the two components of X. Since the characteristic equation
of the system ( 2.7) is
aZ =aR+ 	 (2.9)
we immediately have, through the changes of variables (2.3) and (2. 6), for the
general solution of (2.8)
If	 a(3+ >0
x(t) = exp ^ S(fI +fz)dt) [IC I exp (XS(fI - f2 )dt) + C2 exp	 S(fI - fz)dt)
IfaR+4 <0
x(t) = exp( ^(fl +fz)dt^[C l cos	 S{fl -ft )dt+C 2 sin ^y(f, -fz)dtI
	
\
	//L 	 (2.JJJ10)
If aR+1 = 0
x(t) = exp ^^'(f l +f2 )dt )[C 1 ^ '(f I - f2 )dt + C2
3
n	 \n
We observe that the functions C i cos my and ( r ) sin my are speciala	 \a/
cases of the second solution in (2. 10) with t = v.
Let
-)^ = -(ap+-4) = mZ
	
\  ( r \n _	 (1- e 2 ) n
exp(-zJ( f1 f2 )dv) = l a J	 (l+ecos v)
Y(fl - f2 )dv = v
we can deduce
nesinv 1 	 _ nesinv	 1fi (v) - l + e cos v +
	
f2(v)	 1 + e co.^v - -z	 (2.11)
By substituting into (2. 8) we have the differential equation which is satis-
fied by (1. 1)
d—i - 2n esinv dx + mZ + nz er sinz v - ne(e+cos 2) x = 0
	 (2.12)dv	 1 + e cos v dv [	 (1 + e cos v) (1 +e cos v)
If we consider ,,n,m and S, 'in as functions of the eccentric anomaly E,
then by the change of variables
sin v =
sin E
cos v = 
cos E - e	 (2.13)1-e cos E
dE	 _	 1
dv	 a (1-e cos E)
we have the differential equation with E as the independent variable
2
(1- a cos E)t
	+ (1- 2n) a sin E (1 - ecos E) dE
+[(1-e2)(mz -nt) + n(2n-1) ( 1-e cos E) - n(n-1)(1 - ecosE ) Z )x = 0 (2.14)
Finally if we consider Pn'm and `P,m as functions of the mean anomaly
M, then by the transformation
1-ecosE
4
M = E - esinE
d:Vt=1 
-
 ecosEdE
(2.15)
we have the differential equation which is satisfied by e' m and ,,Yn ' m , con-
sidered as functions of M.
z
(1-ecosE)2 - + 2(1-n)e sinE-ddb
am (2.16)
+	 1	 ^[(1-ez)(mz-nz)+n(Ln-1)(1-e cos E)-n(n-1)(1-e cos E) z ]x = 0(1-ecosE)
In the last equation the coefficients are to be expressed in terms of M
using the Kepler' s equation (2.15).
The differential equations (2.12),  ( 2.14) and (Z. 16)  with respectively the
true anomaly v, the eccentric anomaly E, and the mean anomaly M as inde-
pendent variable will serve as basic equations in the derivation of the recur-
rence formulae for the series expansions of ^k n,m and e' m in each of the
three anomalies. In the following we shall consider the expansions in E and in
M.
3. FOURIER EXPANSIONS IN TERMS OF E
Let
n
n, m	 n, m.	 n, m	 r \
	
X	 = 4D+ i^Y	 =	 a ) exp (i mv)	 (3.1)
We have seen that Xn'm, considered as function of the eccentric anomaly E,
satisfies the differential equation
z n,m	 n, n:
(1-e cos E)z dX	 +(1-2n)e sin E(1-e cos E) d n
(3.2)
+[(1- e z )(m z -nz )+n(2n -1)(1 - e cos E)-n(n -1)(1 - e cos E)z ] Xn'm = 0
From (3.1)
	
dXn,m	 r n-i	
(a
E )+d /r\r' dvdEn( ) exp(imv) dE im` a )exp(imv) dE
Since
r =1-ecosE
a
5
d r r =esinEdE a)
Also i
dv _ NFI -e 2	 ^ r
dE	 1-ecosE
	
(a,
Therefore
n, m
e sin E(1-e cos E) ddE	 ne2sin2EXn'm+im 41-el esinEXn,m
Using the relations
/ a
e 2 sin 2 E = e Z - e z cos Z E = - ( 1-e z ) + 2l ra 1_ r
 ( a 1
sin  _ ( r ) sinv
a/
x	 1
i sin v = exp(iv) - cosv = exp(iv) 
+. e 
_(l
 ee ) (a
we have
e sin E ( 1 - e cos E) ddj— = meXn+i ,m+i - n Xn+Z,m + (m + 2n)Xn+l'm
- (m+n)(1-e2)Xn,m
By substituting into Eq. (3. 2) we have the recurrence formula
n-i,m+i	 dZXn.m	 z n,m	 n-i,mm(2n-1)eX
	 = dE-Z — + n X	 - (m +n)(2n-1)X
+ (m +n)(m +n -1)(1 - ez)Xn -t,m 	 (3.3)
where X can be 4? or I r. This formula can be used to go from cos m v (or
sinm v) to cos (m. +1)v (or sin (m +1)v). Changing m into -m and noticing that
n, -m
	
n, m
	 n, m	 n, mX	 = X	 where X	 is the complex conjugate of X 	 we have
n-i,m-i d Z X n'm	 n,m	 n-i, mm(1 - 2n)eX
	 - dEz +n^X	 +( n -m)(1 - 2n)X
+ (n -m)(n -m -1)(I - e z ) X n-z,m	 (3.4)
where X can be (D or 11 . This formula can be used to go from cos (m +1)v (or
sin m +1 ) v) to cos mv (or sinm v).
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Combining the Eqs (3.3) and (3.4) we easily obtain
e[Xn,m+i . + Xn,m-i] = 2(1 - e z )Xn-i,m - 2X
n,m
	 (3.5)
where X can be ^b or T. This last relation can be derived directly from the
polar equation of elliptic orbit.
The process for constructing tables of the expansions of Dn,m and elm
is as follows.
/ \n
Expansions of ( a ) cos m v
First step
Let m = 0 in (3.3) and we have
a	 n	 / n	 / \n-i	 1n-zE2 (	 +n2(,	 -n(2n-1)( a )	 +n(n--1)(1—e2)Ca /
	
= 0	 (3.6)
l	 \ /	 \\\
r)This recurrence formula can be used to calculate the series for (  1
,.a^
for all values of n when those for n = -1, and n = -2 h a :.e been obtained.
Let
n
	
E ) = Li Ap cos pE	 (3.7)
p=0,1,2...
Then we have the recurrence formula for the coefficients A 
(nz -p2 )Ap - n(2n -1)Ap -1 +n(n -1)(1 - e 2 )Ap -Z = 0	 (3.8)
When n is negative the series is infinite. When n ? 0 the series termi-
nates at the term cos n E. In t; i s case the last coefficient cannot be calculated
by formula (3. 8) but by setting E = 0 in Eq. (3.7) it can readily be seen that
n-1
An=	 (1 - e) n - F Ar,	 (3.9)P = O p
The starting series for n = -1 and n = -2 can be easily calculated by the classical
7
methods. We have (Ref. 5)
r' \ 1	 1r 	 (1+2P cos E +2P 2 cos 2E + - - )
	
(3.10)
where (3 is given by
R = 1-'f_-e2	 (3.11)
e
and in general
_ e p	 a +2	 o+a	 a +6
Rp C2 +p^2	 + 2,(p+3) (12) + 3,( p+ 4)(p +5)C2 Y
+8
,(p+5)(p+6)(p+7) C 2	 + ...	 (3.12)
r 	 (i - e2 )--Z + (1--e", 2 	 2(ip (1 +p ^) cos p E	 (3.13)
p=i
Second step
n
	Calculate all a
	
cos v by taking m = 0 in the recurrence formula
(3. 5). Explicitly we have
	
C
\n	 \n - i	 n
a 1 cosv = (l e e2 ) ( / a )	 - e (/ 	(3.14)
Third step
/ \n
Use (3. 5) again with m = 1 to calculate all ( a ) cos 2v
n	 2 	 n /	 \n
acos 2v = 2(l e)
(ET-1
 cos v -	 l a ) cos v - ( a )	 (3.15)
)nThe process continues by successive applications of (3. 5) to calculate
d cos mv.
Since the recurrence formul?e are linear in the functions involved, the
calculation process is extremely simple. But while this process is very simple,
it suffers from two unavoidable defects:
The Hansen' s coefficients behave like the Bessel' s coefficients. Each
8
time we apply forn:uia (3. 5) the order in e of the coefficients is decreased by
one unit. Therefore Lo compute tables up to 
/
cos
Y
m v to the order of e  we need
to compute the basis: series for ^ a N-'  and ( a
	
to the order of ep+m.
Since these series are giver. in explicit forms`  the defect does not create any
real handicap.
n
r\When n is a regative integer, to compute a j cos (m T1)v, it involves nn-z
	
(
the expansion of ^ a ^ cos m v.	Therefore to compute tables down to a
cos m v, n being a negative integer, in the first step rn entioned above we should
r:a
compute down to the expansion of a	 This defect again does not create
any serious problem since by the recurrence formula (3.8) we can easily cal-
-z
culate , a Nj for any negative n.
/ \n
Expansions of ( arr ) sinm v
` \n
We first compute all ( a ) sin v by the relation
\
i n	 ^e2 d r n	
.16a ) smv = ne
	
dE Ca)	 (^ )
When n = 0 we can calculate the expansion of sin v by
dE (sizv) 	 r	 cos v	 (3.17)(a)
_ (1- eT r 1 2 - (I -e`) 2 1 r )f	 e	 \ae	 a^
or directly by (Ref. 5)
s ine = (1- P2) E	 s in p E	 (3.18)p=1
Nes"L we can successively apply the recurrence formula (3. 5) to calculate all
C a ) sii. 2v, and soon.
4. FOURIER EXPANSIONS IN TERMS OP M
First we notice that these developments can be seduced from those in
in terms of E by using the classical series expansions (Ref. 6)
9
'O sin p\iT
sin m L = m Z,	
n	 [J m ( p c) +J +rri E)]P = 1	 P-	 P (4.1)
cos m, E = Ao + nl "o co' plli
p = 1	 C	 P'	 P
AO =1ifm=0
= -ie ifm =1
= 0ifm> 1
where Jk(p e) is the Bessel's coefficient of order k and argument p e.
if direct computation is desired, we can start with the differential egua--
tion (2.16) and, by using the same type of derivation as in the preceding section,
we obtain the recurrence formula
n-3,m+1 dzXn,M
	
11-2, m2m(n -1)eX
	
= —dam— + n(n -1)X
-(2n z + 2m n - 3n - 2m) X n-3,m	 (4.2)
+(m+n)(m +n - 2)(1- ez )Xn-4,m
where X can be 4D or ik.
By taking n = 1 we have
dz	 cos my	 rcosmy	 -3 cosmy (r)
a 	
+^
. 
	 al	 +(m` -1)(1-e z )^ a i	 = 0
sinm v	 / sin m v	 / sinmv (4.3)
By further taking m = 1 we have the classical formula (Ref. 6)
	
^r cos v	 z cos vdzd2	 + C
r
_ )	 = 0	 (4. 411	dM \a sin v
	
\a / sin v
Putting m = 0 in (4.2) we have Hansen's recurrence formula (Ref. 1, p167)
z	 n	 /	 z	 // \\n -3 	 In-^
dMz '.a^ + n(n -1)( a	 -n(2n - 3)(a)	 +n(n - 2)(1- e z )^ l	 = 0
( 11. 5)
We also have as before
e[Xn,m+1 + Xn,m-1 I = 2(1 - ez ) Xn-i,m - 2X
n'm	 (4. 6)
where X can be 0 or T.
1C
The process for computing tables of the expansions of (Dn,m and , ,m is
as follows.
\n/
Expansions of ( r ) cos my
` a ///
First step
\n
The recurrence formula (4. 5) is used to calculate the series for r 1
^a
for all values of n when those for certain values have been obtained.
Let
C
`
n ao
a i = r	 cos PM	 (4.7)
p-o
Then we have the recurrence formula for the coefficients A 
n	 n-2	 n-3	 P.-4pZ A = n(n -1)A	 - n(2n - 3)A	 +n(n - 2) (1 - a )A	 (4.8)
p	 p	 p	 p
In particular the constant term is given by
(n+l)(n+2)Ao -(ii+2)(2n+1)Ao -i +n(n+2)(1-e 2 )Ao -2 = 0	 (4.9)
Examination of the formulae reveals that the expansions for all values of
n car. be evaluated in t, ^ms of the expansions for n = 1, 2, -2 and -4. But the
expansions for n = 1, and n = -4 can be evaluated in terms of the expansions
for n = 2, -2 and -3 through the relations
\	 a
^a	 e2) +) _ (1-	 2 d Ca)	 4.10
(1-eZ) (a) Ca) + 2 de Ca )
/r\^	 /r\2Hence we only need to compute the two basic starting series [ a ) and ( a J
by the classical methods. These are given explicitly in the classical literature.
We have
Ca = 1 + 2 e2 - p 1 Jp(p e) cos pM	 ( 4.11)
Series expansion of ( a j is more involved. Probably the simplest way is
P'W'
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to use the series (3.13) and the transformation (4. 1) with the knowledge thati
the constant term in the expansion is (1 - e ` )	 Another simple way to have
the series expansion of ( a) is to use the relation
a
Ca)	 N1_ez dM (4.12)
The expansion of v in terms of M has been calculated by Schubert (Ref.7) as
far as e `0 _
Second step
n
Once the expansions of i r ) for all values of n have been obtained we
a
can successively use the recurrence formula (4.6) with m = 0, 1, ... to calcu-
.n
late the expansions of L cos v, a cos 2v, .. , as described in the pre-
ceding section.
n
Expansions of( a ) sin m v
/ n
We first compute all ( a ) si n v by the relation
l
 a )n
	 Z	 n+i
sinv = (
ri	 dM ( a)	 (4.13)
When n = -1 we can use the relation
 3
d r 1	 ^e /r1a ^ (1j)- 3 (1-e2) 2/r\4dM( a) sinv =	 e t a ] - 3	 e 	 + 2 e	 (a )	 (4.14)
i
rto calculate ( 	 sinv./ a) 
/ \n
Next we can use the recurrence formula (4.6) to calculate all ( a ) sin 2v,
and so on.	
\\i /
As discussed before to compute tables for the expansions of Dn,m and
elm up to the value m and from a negative -n (n > 0) to a positive n up to the
/	 z	 r Z
order of ep we should compute the basic series for ( ra) and t a) to the or-
der of e'	 and first calculate the series from l 3 1
	 to l a
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5. CONCLUSION
In this paper we have derived recurrence formulae to calculate the ser-
	
f- n	 / r n-
its expansions of 1 ) cos m v and 1 a sinm v in terms of the eccentric
anomaly E or the nlcan anomaly M. We also have established a recurrence:
process which can be used to compute the series expansions for all n and m
when the expansions of two basic series are known. The expansions in terms
of the true anomaly v are similar to those in terms of the eccentric anomaly
E. By observing that
Ca) = (1-e cos E) n
 = (l+e cos v)	 (5'l)
for the expansions in v we only need to change n into -n, a into -e, a into
all - e z ), and E into v in Eq. ( 3.6) and next change the sign of all the exponents
to have
z	 n	 / \n	 / \n+1	 / \n+2
	
(1 - ez) dv
z \ a ) + nz (1 - e2 )` a ) -n(2n+1)( a ) + n(n+l)( a J 	 = 0\ /	 \ /	 \ /	 (5.2)
In applying the recurrence formulae, each time we go to a next higher
multiple anomaly the order in e in the Hansen's coefficients is decreased by
one. This is caused by a property of the Hansen's coefficients, called the
D'Alembert characteristic by E. W. Brown (Ref.8); namely, the lowest order
r \nin e in the coefficient of cos pM ( or sin pM) in the expansion of ( 	 cos m v
(or(rY
	
/ a )
sir Yn v) is (p -m ^ . This property is also true for the expansions in
E and in v.	 \
In his tables Cayley also gave the series expansion of log a ) in terms
of M. Explicitly we have (Ref. 8) 	 /
	
\	 ^ plog a ) _ -l og (1+ pz ) - 2 ^, A cos p E	 (5.3)P=i
a.id i \1 CO
log( a )_ -log (1+(3z)+e(3-2 F Z (3s p [Js _ p(se) -Js+p(se)]cossM (5.4)s-i p=i
In our process we can have those expansions by integrating term by t( -m the
following relations
PL
13
rdE log a	 1^ sin v	 (5.5)
with the constant term in the integration being log (1 + 7 ) and
i
dM log a	 e 2 ( a) s in v	 6)
with the constant tern. being log (1+2ez +j 	 1 -
14
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